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Abstract

Path planning with avoiding obstacles autonomously with a large of computing capabilities in an unknown dynamic
environment is a difficult challenge for a mobile robot to solve. This research solves this challenge by combining deep
Q-network (DQN) with cloud computing. To begin, a DQN is created and trained to predict the state-action value
function of a mobile robot. The information collected from the original RGB image (pixels in the image) taken from
the surrounding is fed into the DQN using a cloud computing platform, which reduces the algorithms high computation
complexity; Finally, the action chosen policy picks the current optimal mobile robot action. To validate the DQN
algorithm, we trained the robot in a dynamic environment with a simple and complex case. The simulation results
show that, in a simple case of the environment, the DQN technique can converge to explore a path with fewer steps
and higher average reward than in a complicated case and find a collision-free path with an accuracy rate of 89% in
the simple case and when the environment becomes more complex, the accuracy rate is 70%.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent robots are becoming more common in our daily lives. Intelligent robots can be used in several scenarios
[17], such as space explorations, hazardous environments, military [8], surveillance, inspection, data gathering [6],
agriculture], education, medicine [10], etc. The most basic goals of Intelligent robots are to avoid obstacles and find
paths in unidentified environments [7]. Furthermore, these robotic applications necessitate high-performance compu-
tational skills to achieve an acceptable level of collision-free path planning [9], and, due to the limited computational
capabilities of the robot [19], so cloud computing can be used to increase computational power and storage space for
robots [23], which needed to achieve their allocated tasks [18]. the robot may be attempting to discover a collision-free
path from an initial location to an end location with utilizing high computation power by use of a Deep Q-learning
algorithm according to cloud computing services which analyzed data of sensor (e.g., Camera) [11], that input to the
network which uses this information to learn the optimal action to do at each state via trial and error to maximize
reward [20, 15]. It can develop a policy for working in a complex environment by assessing each state and action pair
[16].
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2 Related works

Much algorithm-based navigation like DRL and others have successfully solved robot control problems by using
raw observation information. Many works discussed these algorithms for finding the path in free space with avoided
obstacles. In [3] uses a stereo camera to create a grid-edge-depth map that signifies the position and distance of
obstacles in the environment, then the robot makes decisions to safe navigation. In [1] a control approach for a mobile
robots navigation system based on the combination of type-2 fuzzy reasoning optimized by wavelet networks, with no
obstacle in the surrounding. In [12] proposed A* with hybrid POS-ANN algorithm to achieve safe navigation for the
robot in different environments. In [8] suggested a cloud-based deep Q-network path planning system that calculates
and forwards the shortest path for the robot in a static environment. In [24] trained the robot for autonomous
navigation in a dynamic environment using the DQN algorithm, which directly outputs the optimal actions using
the current observation with a camera sensor. In [9], presented a DRL technique to drive a robot in an indoor area
autonomously depending on the sensor evaluated by cloud services. In [18] propose DQN with the ultrasonic and RGB
sensors to allow autonomous navigation for robots that communicated with each other in the factory. The paper [14]
improve the control of quadrotor flying autonomously overcrowded simulation environments with a monocular camera
by using the DRL method. In [4, 2] employ DRL and cloud services to train robots to build the desired safe path in
a static environment. In [21] a deep reinforcement learning is used in a web-based instructional tool to teach mobile
robot navigation in static surroundings depending on input data of 2D-LiDAR. In paper [25] figures a multi-robot
path-planning model using the deep Q-network technique to avoid collisions with static and dynamic obstacles and
reach the target point by traveling the shortest distance in the shortest time in the indoor environment. In [22] use
DQN algorithm to solve the multi-robot cooperative problem, each robot with the information from the image can
reach the target and avoidance of static and dynamic obstacles. In [13] steered robot to the fixed target in a simple
environment, uses the DQN, which maps the camera images to output robot action decisions. In [5] presented a path
planning method based on deep q-learning and the notion of rolling wave planning is used to move the robot safely in
the unknown environment.

These past efforts have produced highly effective results for the scenarios proposed, with the majority of works
relying on the raw image observations to learn agent decision-making policies without using cloud services for image
processing approaches, and all of these studies working in environments with a static target. In this paper, image
processing approaches are coupled with cloud services to navigate autonomously in a dynamic environment using Deep
Q-learning with image data as input.

3 Proposed method and technology

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1. shows a simple diagram of the system. The mobile robot after taking images, transfers them to the
cloud computing platform to make image processing through it and then feedbacks parameters that are input to the
network. in this network we use the DQN algorithm, which improves the agent’s efficiency based on its knowledge of
the surroundings, allowing it to navigate autonomously to it is target place and choose a collision-free path.

Figure 1: Block diagram for the system
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3.2 Algorithm for deep Q-learning

In the case of the classic Q-learning, in a series of activities the agent interacts with its surrounding. each time
instantaneous t action at, the agent takes note of the current state (frame of camera) st. The agent is then rewarded
for its action an given the next state (camera frames) st+1. To maximize the cumulative reward rt ,agent learn in his
surroundings. The Q-value is a term that refers to the action-value of state s and action a, to update the Q-values is
used Bellman equation according to eq. (3.1) [15].

Q(st, at) = rt + γmaxQ(s(t+1), at+1) γ ∈ [0, 1] (3.1)

The states are the training data that are used as input and the Q values are used as the target output. When learned
efficiently of the planning, it ensures that in a particular state st, choosing an action is at = maxQ(st, a) as a result,
the future discounted reward Rt will be maximizing,where

Rt =
∑T

i=t γ
i−tri , i = {t+ 1, t+ 2. . .} t is denoted a time step

Using this function of reward, the agent will rapidly and effectively develop an optimum policy.

In Deep Q-learning (DQN), learning a neural network is used to map states to values Q(s, a) and therefore needs
many training iterations before it can meet. So, there’s the agent captures and stores experience data that are
produced during its movement in a form as (st, at, rt, st+1) in replay memory D. This parameter guarantees the
number of training samples. When replay memory reaches to 1000 experiences, the robot selects a mini-batch of
experience data at random and it uses for the neural network’s training, in addition the collision avoidance learning
from photo is difficult and necessitates the use of more depth neural networks. To train these deep neural networks,
they require a high number of computations for data and large memory for storage, so we use cloud application services
to solve this problem. Fig. 2. illustrates the flow chat for DQN algorithm used in our test.

Figure 2: flow chat for Deep Q-learning algorithm

4 Experiment and results

To demonstrate the robot’s ability of the autonomous navigation, we used TensorFlow deep learning technologies
and the Python programming language to run the simulation experiment and train the robot in a dynamic environment
with four different cases, as seen in Figure 3, which is 10 x 10cm in size. The mobile robot contains a camera sensor
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that can collect RGB images simultaneously, which are analyzed using cloud computing. The robot then receives
the information from the cloud and feeds it to a neural network with one input layer, one hidden RELU layer (256
neurons), and one dense linear output layer (9 neurons), then chooses the best action for each iteration with a discount
factor equal to 0.99, experience replay memory 50,000, and minibatch equal to 64. For a total of 20000 iterations,
this process is repeated. until the robot discovers the most efficient path to the destination without colliding with any
obstacles.

Figure 3: Simulation environment are shown for different four cases: (A) one dynamic obstacle (B) one static obstacle and one dynamic
(C) one static obstacle and tow dynamic (D) one static obstacle and three dynamic.

Through the agent training process, the agent gradually learns to execute an action that will raise the reward.
Figure 4 shows the curves of cumulative reward change in the training process for four cases. It can be seen that
the average cumulative reward are increasing clearly in the first 5,000 episodes during the training process, After
15,000 episodes of training, the reward value is small increasing and average cumulative reward is became -112(in case
a),and it is equal to -78, -60, -180 for case b, c, d respectively, that means the agent can navigate around obstacles
in changing environment and quickly arrive at the desired location to receive a continuing reward until the current
training episodes are completed, but the variability and the complexity of the dynamic environment increases the
difficulty of path planning and the robot will prevent from gaining higher rewards.

The accuracy rate of the suggested algorithm is calculated in addition to the average reward. The accuracy is a
measure how well model predict corrects right behaviors.

Results of comparison the accuracy rate which achieved by the DQN model for four cases are described in fig 5, In
the first case, the accuracy rate is about 89%, in this case the proposed algorithm achieved better accuracy rate than
other, while when the number of obstacles is increase to 2, 3 and 4, the accuracy rate is decrease to 78%, 73%, and
70% respectively. With result for this study, concluding we can provide the robot great capabilities of autonomous
motion in complex environments.

5 Conclusion

We present a deep reinforcement learning technique to automatically navigate a robot in the changing and uncertain
environment, and avoid collisions with obstacles meanwhile. that happen by using observations from images as input
only, which extraction from images by depending on the cloud application service. This algorithm has been trained
in four cases of simulation environments that contain different numbers of static and dynamic obstacles. The DQN
algorithm’s effectiveness was assessed by measuring rewards over time in four different environments. According to the
findings, the robot learned a policy to maximize rewards over time. We also evaluated the network’s predict accuracy
rate using this technique. The network successfully predicted the right action, and the robot learned the proposed
algorithms policy.in addition, the findings have proven the usefulness of the proposed method. In the future, we’ll
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a-average reward for an agent with avoiding one
obstacle(dynamic)

b-average reward for an agent with avoiding two
obstacles(one dynamic and one static)

c-average reward for an agent with avoiding
three obstacles (one static and two dynamics)

d-average reward for agent with avoiding four
obstacles (one static and three dynamic)

Figure 4: average cumulative reward curves.

Figure 5: show the comparison results of accuracy rate

extend the experiment with neural network designs that are more complicated which can make the experiment results
even better, also we’ll test our technique on a robot in a real -world setting.
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